Video Documentary Project: VDP 
Combined AP Geography-Honors Biology Project Steps and Instructions 
A. Description: You have been assigned to a group that will produce a 10-15 minute Documentary Movie in QuickTime movie format.  You will find a rubric for this in the same folders on Mr. Willey’s and Mr. Glassford’s class websites in which you found this document.  The scoring for this assignment will have an 80-point baseline which may or may not be multiplied to arrive at an appropriate score for the scope of the assignment.  It is imperative that your Documentary be between 10-15 minutes in length.   Any submission which is shorter than this will be rejected.  (Extra time MAY be allotted under special circumstances upon approval from Mr. Glassford or Mr. Willey.)   
B. Components: A documentary must be timely (current issue-ish) and lend itself to real-time observation (you can actually observe part or all of the phenomena).  A documentary will effectively and creatively use available technology and will have:  A Theme, A Message, Purpose, Emotional Impact, Movement, Flow and a Target Audience.  
-Theme and Message:  A Theme begins as a question, premise or assumption which unites the group’s I-Cans with observable and measurable phenomena. The Message is the clear and concise portrayal of the group’s organization, interpretation and analysis of the data. 
- Purpose:  A documentary is information on a mission.  Its primary goal or purpose is to inform in an engaging way while addressing the Thematic question(s).  Other objectives can be to provoke dialogue and community or political action.  Documentaries should persuade individuals to change behavior in a way that is beneficial to society. 
-Emotional Impact:  This can be achieved by employing Humor, Music, Mystery or Guilt.  However, group members must NOT lose sight of their documentary’s theme and purpose, to inform. 
-Movement and Flow: Every sound and image should be designed to move the audience to and through the theme and sub-themes following the bridges and connections outlined on your storyboard.   The sequencing and coordination of media is deliberate, not random. 
-Audience: An effective documentary is targeted to a specific audience.  The audience for this project ranges from 15 years of age (high school) through adult.  Do not question the intelligence or taste of your audience by creating a stupid, tasteless product. 
-Technology: Digital movie camera with appropriate audio recording capabilities. Computer capable of saving video into QuickTime Movie format.   
C. Process or Steps:  Individual and Group Research, Interviews and Field Observation will be essential elements of a successful VDP.   
 -Brainstorming: An open dialogue where ideas, questions and possible themes and I-CAN’s are considered, connected, spun, reconnected until a viable theme emerges.             
-Storyboard/Planning-TO BE SUBMITTED: The Theme is transformed into a Message by organizing and sequencing.  Data and media are plotted out in a logical sequence.  The Storyboard becomes the outline for the Script. 
-Preview and Critique Documentaries: View and critique various video documentaries such as those found on Frontline and FactualTV.  Identify characteristics of and techniques used in quality documentaries. 
-Brainstorming: What techniques and strategies will you use to transform your storyboard into a professional production? 
-Roles and Jobs- TO BE SUBMITTED: Determine which members of your group will do what if you have not done so already.  Who will be the narrator?  Who will write the script?  Who will be the video editor? 
-Creating Samples and Script-The script will be SUBMITTED: Make movie clips and soundtracks and begin piecing them together.
-Create a Trailer- TO BE SUBMITTED: Make a commercial-like preview or teaser about your documentary that will create interest in it.  This should not be longer than sixty (60) seconds in length.  You should not have to shoot any special clips for this. Use clips you intend on including in the finished product.
-Brainstorming: Do we have enough clips?  Do we need more sounds, images?  What is the best order for the clips? 
-Trial/Prototype: The “FIRST DRAFT” is completed.  Show it to parents, other students and have them evaluate your project using the VDP Scoring Rubric, which WILL BE SUBMITTED. 
-Brainstorming: What needs to be changed to make the Message more clear and effective?  “Have we targeted the right audience?”  “Is this our Final Script?” 
-Editing-Labeling:  Make necessary adjustments and changes. 
-Brainstorming: Is this what we want?  Does it work?  
-Final Editing:  Final changes for final product. 


  



